
KVAS . . . a haven ‘til home
That tag line above says in four words our entire reason for existing. We take in animals in need…the homeless, the lost and the unwanted; 
and give them a place where they will know safety, warmth and comfort until their Forever Home can be found. We are a bridge of sorts 
between one phase in a needy animal’s life and the next. We care for them along the way, and pave a path to their new home. For as long as it 
takes, we nurture them in our shelter. Then, one day the dream of a Forever Home becomes a reality.

Please take a few moments to read about what has been going on at our shelter and about BAILEY and OLLIE & OSCAR who are living proof 
that fairyTAILS really do come true.

Every so often you see a news story about a small home which remains un-
changed while the space all around it is redeveloped and new buildings are 
erected which dwarf the little home. Well, that’s pretty much the story of the 
Kinnelon Volunteer Animal Shelter (KVAS) this year.

Since the 1970’s the animal shelter has occupied an area adjacent to the 
circa 1966 Department of Public Works (DPW) building for the Borough of 
Kinnelon. Several years back, the borough constructed a “supersized” salt 
shed immediately to the north of the shelter. There, the town stores the grit 
that they use to treat the road surfaces during snow and ice storms. This year the Borough undertook a double-barreled construction project, 
renovating the building immediately adjacent to the shelter to the south and, adding a brand new multi-story garage where trucks can be 
stored on our west side. The result is that the tiny, old animal shelter is now surrounded on three sides by new and reconditioned buildings. 
And just like the little home in the news story, much of our sunshine is gone, but the spirit of our volunteers and our willingness to care for 
the homeless animals remains as bright as ever.

Speaking of volunteers, we want to thank every single one of them for persevering through the mud and obstacle course…otherwise known 
as the construction zone. When the project got underway in May, we quickly determined that the KVAS dog yard would be compromised by 
the demolition phase of the adjacent DPW building. As luck would have it, a Kinnelon resident had just adopted our fabulous dog BAILEY  
(see their story on page 4). Reluctantly, we closed-up our dog facility and placed our dedicated dog-walkers and caregivers on hiatus. We 
hope and pray that they will all return to KVAS well-rested once the “all-clear” is sounded and our kennels resound with woofs and barks 
once again… from new dogs looking for their Forever Home.

On the cat-side, the shelter remained open and the volunteers did whatever it took to keep KVAS’ cats safe and secure.  At times the shelter 
was without power and when the water line was accidentally ruptured, we brought in bottled water. Thankfully, the electricians and con-
struction crews worked diligently to make these outage episodes as short as possible…and we are most grateful.

Then came the inevitable “dust storms” as excavation work accelerated and the jack hammers raised clouds of cement dust. This caused us to 
shut down our small screened cattery where the felines go to enjoy fresh air and whatever sunshine they could still catch. At times, the KVAS 
cats were mobilized for safekeeping.  Cats shifted cages, rooms, homes and even caregivers as the volunteers did whatever it took to deal with 
the ever-changing construction calendar. Clearly, KVAS has the most flexible kitties and volunteers around!

Many of you have asked why the shelter itself was not renovated during this project and we very much appreciate your interest and concern.  
The truth is that KVAS is operating in very old quarters and we are in need of repairs and improvements. We had hoped that these could be 
accomplished in conjunction with the DPW expansion project but our hopes were dashed, and we are now looking at Spring of 2016 to make 
the necessary fixes such as turning some storage areas into much needed interior space, repairing/replacing the roof, getting some new fire 
alarms, etc.   
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Dear Friends of KVAS,
“The greatness of a nation and its moral progress can be judged by the way its animals are 
treated.” – These few words by Mahatma Gandhi have always inspired me and I hope 
they will do the same for you because we could use some help. 

It’s been a challenging year at the Kinnelon Volunteer Animal Shelter. Like many of you, 
in the Winter our little shelter had some ice damming and roof damage. The Springtime 
brought a major construction project on neighboring buildings which lasted through the 
Fall (see our front page article). That brought all the “JOYS” of an enormous renovation 
right to our doorstep. In every direction there was excavating equipment, cranes, steel 
framing, roofers, electricians, cement trucks…and all of the noise, dust and mayhem that 
accompanies them. Our volunteers and our animals were tested and re-tested as every 
day brought a new challenge.

Despite all of the commotion, KVAS managed to keep our doors open and we found 
a number of great homes for our wonderful cats and dogs. We hope you will enjoy 
reading about some of these fabulous adoptions that did take place.  Still, we had fewer 
adoptions than in prior years and we very much look forward to picking up our pace 
now that the dust has settled. Undaunted, we remain committed to doing all we can to 
improve the lives of the homeless animals and we hope you will join us in this endeavor.  
There are many ways to help. — Consider adopting a new best friend, or adding to your 
existing four-legged family, — Become a volunteer and meet some truly amazing and 
caring members of the KVAS family, and — Make a financial donation using the envelope 
provided or go to our website www.kvasnj.org and contribute using PayPal.

Any way you chose to make a difference and make moral progress will be deeply 
appreciated. 

Be well and Be kind,

Debbie Shepherd, President

Letter from the President

As a non-profit animal welfare and adop-
tion organization, the Kinnelon Volunteer 
Animal Shelter (KVAS) exists to provide 
a haven for homeless and unwanted cats 
and dogs until their forever homes can be 
found.  Some of our animals come to us as 
strays who would have not survived very 
long on their own. Others find their way 
to us through situations where their pre-
vious owner can no longer care for them. 
Regardless of their journey to our door…
once inside they are provided with warm 
and wonderful care.

Management Team
President: Debbie Shepherd
Vice President: Kathy Magaw
Secretary: Ann Shagin
Treasurer: Cheryl Canale
Trustee: Dorothy Watkins-Depies
Cat Manager: Debbie Shepherd
Dog Managers: Dee Maharg
 Cheryl Canale

Mailing Address
2 Kiel Avenue - #252
Kinnelon, New Jersey 07405

Shelter Address
118 Kinnelon Road
Kinnelon, New Jersey 07405

Telephone
973-283-4120

Email
shelter@kvasnj.org

web site - visit web site to join our 
email list
www.kvasnj.org

adoption Hours
Saturday: at PETCO
  Rt. 23, Kinnelon
  11 am - 2 pm
  
Or by appointment:
Meet our animals by scheduling a private 
appointment. Call 973-283-4120 and 
leave a message.

Kinnelon volunteer
Animal Shelter

... a haven’til home

An open letter from the all the KVAS Animals who have found their forever homes.
Dear KVAS Volunteers and Supporters,

We  were the unwanted ones.  Some of us were abandoned by people who no longer wanted us...
or who loved us, but could no longer take care of us.  Some of us came as newborns, others as 
seniors. We often arrived with fleas, runny noses and empty bellies. Because we were scared and 
unsure, we hissed, scratched and barked at you. You could have turned us away...but you didn’t.
You took us in and made us feel safe and warm.  You made us well and provided a grooming when 
needed.   You made sure we saw the doctor and got vaccinations to keep us healthy.  You had us 
spayed or neutered. 

You took us for long walks, petted and brushed us. You showed us that the touch of a human 
could be warm and wonderful. You took us to Petco showings to allow prospective parents to 
come and look us over. You told them our stories and made all of the introductions. Sometimes it 
took just one look. Others of us spent long periods at the shelter but you never gave up on us.  You 
knew that someday we would find our FOREVER home...AND WE DID! We have all been adopted 
through KVAS. We want to thank you (and all of those who support your good work) for provid-
ing us with ...a haven ‘til home. You changed our lives. You SAVED our lives.

With love from all the ADOPTED cats and dogs,

Maddie, Bella, Max, Ozzie, Patsy, Nora, Carmela, Emma, Bandit, Ralph, Baby, Felix, Winnie, Jill, 
Oscar, Ollie, Elsa, Kiera, Sasha and Bailey.



Don’t get us wrong…KVAS is grateful to the Borough for giving us space to house the shelter, provid-
ing utilities and even some cleaning supplies. As the mayor has said on more than one occasion, the 
Kinnelon Volunteer Animal Shelter is a tangible expression of the caring fabric that is Kinnelon. We 
appreciate that recognition. Simply stated…KVAS cares…and we will continue to do so even though 
sometimes it’s not easy.

Just how these new modifications will be paid for is still up in the air. We have some savings and our 
various fundraising efforts will continue. We hope the Borough will lend their support. We also plan to 
compete for a small grant but our greatest hope is that our friends and neighbors will be generous once 
more and donate by using the enclosed envelope.  For more than forty years our volunteers have been 
committed to improving the lives of the homeless animals entrusted to us. Every dollar you donate will 
go directly to help these wonderful cats and dogs in need. Please be as generous as possible, Thank-
you.

OLLIE & OSCAR
Conjoined twins?  NO…but these two brothers are as close as two can be. 
They came to the Kinnelon Volunteer Animal Shelter with their mom and 
three siblings at just a week old and were fostered by a KVAS family in 
Kinnelon.  Even at that early age, their foster mom could see that these 
two had developed a very special bond. They wanted (and needed) to 
stay together.

Like most kittens, all five were active climbers and toy-chasers but when 
exhaustion struck (as it does quite suddenly in kittens) these two would come together and fall fast 
asleep entwined.  Separating them would have been hard and so their foster mom made the decision to 
have them adopted as a pair. At the shelter we knew that this could result in a longer wait time for just 
the right adopter, but Ollie and Oscar were more than welcome to stay awhile longer in foster care.

One by one the other three kittens found their Forever Homes.  (Note: their mother cat, Dominica is 
still with us at KVAS so if you are looking for a wonderful and loving cat, why not come and see her?) 
Finally though, it happened… a caring couple came looking for not one…but two active kittens. At 
KVAS we take great care in matching cats and their unique personalities to potential adopters, and all 
involved felt that this was an ideal match. Ollie and Oscar had found their Forever Home but the story 
does not end there. 
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  Kvas’ wish list for the Holidays has just three items on it... 
      DONATE, VOLUNTEER and ADOPT.

Lisa Agront
Beate Amos
Nicki Ariza
Cheryl Augusta
Larry Augusta
Joni Bender
John Bender
Janet Blondek
Doug Bernegger
Mary Buda
Cheryl Canale
Doug Canale
Lisa Crane
Dorothy Depies 
Joan Dolph
George Finkenour
Bill Geiger (in memory)
Sandi Gros
Nicole Heller
Edward Hoo
David Hoenig
Karen Jameson
Roger Jones

Eileen Kitchell
Debra Lautenberg
Jeannie Lewit
Kathy Magaw
Dee Maharg
Lynda McTigue
Michelle Palus
Jean Pokorny
Joann Raso
Michael Sabo
Lynn Schaper
Michael Schmitt
Ann Shagin
Judy Shepard
Debbie Shepherd
Karen Simpson
Tom Snyder
Jeanne Valentine
Francine Van Heusen
Caitlin Ward
Robert Ward
Jeanne Wilkes
Dawn Zaremba

Kvas’ Terrific volunteers
There simply are not enough adjectives 
to describe our fabulous volunteers... 
tireless, devoted, caring, generous come 
close but that would leave out dependable, 
experienced, warm-hearted, nurturing and 
committed and even those words fall short 
of accurately defining this fine group.

The truth is that with all the attention we 
give to the homeless animals, we some-
times fail to shine the spotlight on the 
extraordinary people who run every facet 
of the Kinnelon Volunteer Animal Shelter.  
We have no paid staff whatsoever...every 
minute of time is donated!! Whether it 
is walking a dog, planning a fundraiser, 
transporting an animal for grooming or a 
vet visit, cleaning cages, interfacing with 
the municipality, fostering a very young or 
ailing animal, introducing pets to potential 
adopters, paying the bills, composing 
newsletters, or scooping poop...it is a 
volunteer who is making it happen.

 “If you want to get a job done, give it to 
a busy person.” (Anon.)  That has never 
been more true than it is at KVAS. Most of 
our volunteers hold down full time jobs, 
raise families and still find time to help 
the animals. Some are retirees or empty 
nesters. Some live in Kinnelon...others do 
not. The only common denominator is 
that they are good people who make great 
things happen for homeless animals. We 
are in awe of them. They have earned our 
deep appreciation and admiration. 

Our volunteers include...

Kvas sincerely appreciates (and deeply cherishes) our relationships 
with the following:
 • Acu-Data Business Products Inc., at 1572 Route 23 North in Butler
 • Anserve America at 1250 Route 23 in Butler
 • Borough of Kinnelon and the Department of Public Works
 • Butler Veterinary Hospital at 417 Main St. in Butler
 • D’Angelo and D’Angelo, Attorneys at Law at 1395 Rt. 23 South in Butler
 • Divine Cleaners at 615 Route 23 South in Pompton Plains
 • Dollar Deal, 1483 Route 23 South in Kinnelon
 • Flowers Galore & More at 503 Main St. in Butler
 • Hometown Pharmacy at 36 Main St., #A in Bloomingdale
 • Kinnelon Country Wines & Liquors at 86 Boonton Ave in Kinnelon
 • Marston Chiropractic at 300 Kakeout Road in Kinnelon
 • Meadtown Cleaners at 1483 Route 23 in Kinnelon
 • Mike’s Feed Farm at 90 Paterson-Hamburg Turnpike in Riverdale
 • Nature’s Pavilion, 564 Route 23 North in Pompton Plains
 • Petco store at 1483 Route 23, #14B in Kinnelon and the Petco Foundation
 • Ringwood Animal Hospital at 72 Greenwood Lake Tpk. in Ringwood
 • Sir Speedy Printing and Marketing Services at 122 Ridge Rd. in Lyndhurst
 • Stumble Inn, 231 Hamburg Turnpike in Bloomingdale
They support KVAS, Please support them!!!

To join our ranks please 
download and complete a 
Volunteer Application from  
our website:

www.kvasnj.org
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As with all KVAS adoptions, we follow-up with the new owners to ensure that everyone is settling in well.  
Quite often, these contacts lead to ongoing dialogues and chronicling of the cats’ new lives. And so it is in 
this case. When the summer came we learned that Ollie and Oscar stayed close to the screened windows 
to enjoy all the benefits of fresh air and sunshine. This is not unusual, but the response from the adoptive 
parents certainly was. We have known plenty of adopters who purchase carpeted window shelves for their 
cats, some have been known to install new screen doors and dutch-doors so that their cats can get a sense 
of outdoors without ever being exposed to the very real dangers of the outside world. This however is 
something on a much larger scale, Ollie and Oscar’s parents constructed a huge screened CATTERY and af-
fixed it to their home to facilitate easy access. Take a look…and as you do, join with us at KVAS in wondering 
what Winter Wonderland enclosure these adopters have in mind for their very, very fortunate cats.

BAILEy
As the song goes…JUST ONE LOOK, THAT’S ALL IT TOOK.  This dog who shares his name with a famous Irish 
Cream Liqueur (and is pretty much the same color) needed a home and KVAS simply could not look the other way.  
And so BAILEY who had been surrendered by his family because they could no longer care for him, came to KVAS.
BAILEY is an American Terrier mix…otherwise known as a Pitbull.  For Pitbulls, life can be very hard. We have all 
heard the stories and KVAS could not allow this precious pup to become a statistic. 
All of our volunteers came to love this little guy even though he created a little more work in terms of ‘clean-up’ 
because of his penchant for tearing apart most of the dog beds and chewy toys provided.  As a puppy, he was a bit 
of a messy boy but one look into those soft, brown eyes and you quickly forgave his foibles.

As the months passed, one KVAS volunteer started to think that BAILEY might make a good addition to his life and home. BAILEY’s future 
dad gave a great deal of thought to how a dog could find a place in his busy life and equally important, how he might be able to provide the 
right environment for this young, active puppy.  Fortunately for BAILEY… all of the obstacles could be overcome WITH A LITTLE HELP FROM 
HIS FRIENDS at KVAS.  A temporary fenced-in yard was constructed; an automatic collar and door would allow BAILEY access to this yard, 
and other KVAS volunteers who had fallen hard for him, would stop by and walk BAILEY whenever possible.  Since his adoption, BAILEY has 
graduated (with honors!) from his obedience and agility classes.  Because of his special attachment to the KVAS family, BAILEY can often be 
seen at the Petco store in Kinnelon where KVAS shows cats for adoption every Saturday between 10 a.m. and 2 p.m.  Likewise, he joined the 
KVAS team and marched (or more-accurately pranced) in the annual Memorial Day parade. Now one-year-old, BAILEY is a great dog, a fabu-
lous pet, a friend to all humans, dogs, even cats (but not chipmunks!).

P.S. We know what you are thinking, “I’m afraid that if I volunteer at the shelter, I will want to take an animal home and I can’t do that.” We 
certainly do not expect our volunteers to adopt a KVAS animal but we can’t guarantee that you won’t fall in love.
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SHOP online and HELP KVAS’ HOMELESS ANIMALS at the same time! What could be better than that? 
Enjoy the same wide selection of products, low prices, and convenient 
shopping features as on Amazon.com. The difference is that when you 
shop at smile.amazon.com, the AmazonSmile Foundation will donate 
0.5% of the price of eligible purchases to KVAS...at NO COST TO YOU.

You can do it in three simple steps.
-Go to this link: smile.amazon.com
-Sign in to your Amazon Account
-Select the Kinnelon Volunteer Animal Shelter as your charity

Kinnelon volunteer animal shelter
2 Kiel Avenue - # 252
Kinnelon, NJ 07405

Join the KVAS Team . . .
     Volunteers
Always Welcome!


